We study the integrals R b a f(t) exp(ij ln rtj ) dt and obtain asymptotic formula for these functions of non-regular growth. This is a peculiar kind of the theory asymptotic expansions. In particular, we get asymptotic formulae for di erent entire functions of non-regular growth. Asymptotic formulas for Levin-P uger entire functions of completely regular growth are well-known 1]. Our formulas allow to nd limiting Azarin's 2] sets for some subharmonic functions. The kernel exp(ij ln rtj ) contains arbitrary parameter > 0. The integrals for 2 (0; 1); = 1; > 1 essentially di er. Our arguments can apply to more general kernels. We give a new variant of the classic lemma of Riemann and Lebesgue from the theory of the transformation of Fourier.
THE ANALOGY OF RIEMANN'S{LEBESGUE'S LEMMA
We will begin with the analogy of Riemann's{Lebesgue's lemma. Lemma 1. The desirable conclusion follows from above proved. 
AZARIN LIMITING SETS
In this section we consider the following function: u 1 (z; ) = r sin We de ne the digit branch of function t +i on cut plane by the semi-axis 0; 1) such that arg t = 0 over the side of the cut, arg t = 2 under the side of the cut, and 0 < arg t < 2 on the plane with the cut.
We The integral function has simple poles at points t 1 = exp(i ) and t 2 
